Abstract This paper looks at the concept of neighborhood canonicity introduced by BRIAN CHELLAS [2] . We follow the lead of the author's paper [8] where it was shown that every non-iterative logic is neighborhood canonical and here we will show that all logics whose axioms have a simple syntactic form-no intensional operator is in boolean combination with a propositional letter-and which have the finite model property are neighborhood canonical. One consequence of this is that KMcK, the McKinsey logic, is nieghborhood canonical, an interesting counterpoint to the results of ROBERT GOLDBLATT and XIAOPING WANG who showed, respectively, that KMcK is not relational canonical [7] and that KMcK is not relationally strongly complete [10] .
Introduction
In [8] the author showed that every non-iterative intensional logic is neighborhood canonical. In that paper there was no indications of how one could extend this result to iterative logics. Of course, we did have well known relational canonicity results for some normal modal logics to immediately give us a few results, and we also had the elementary techniques of BRIAN CHELLAS [2] and their refinements given by ROY A. BENTON [1] which did give us others. Unfortunately the normal modal logic results shed no light on the situation with sub normal modal logics and the elementary techniques of CHEL-LAS and BENTON only worked for a narrow class of artificially simple logics.
Even the reults for normal modal logics had gaps in them. For instance, it is known from ROBERT GOLDBLATT's work [7] that the McKinsey logic is not relational canonical and this was extended by XIAOPING WANG [10] to a result which shows that the McKinsey logic is not relationally strongly complete. But while relational canonicity trivially implies neighborhood canonicity the converse was open and so we could wonder if the McKinsey logic is neighborhood canonical.
In this paper we advance our understanding of this concept of neighborhood canonicity by identifying a large class of easily recognised logics for which the finite model property will imply neighborhood canonicity. In fact, this class includes the so called uniform logics of KIT FINE [4] and so we will quickly get the canonicity of FINE's uniform class-since he showed that these logics have the finite model property. As FINE points out, the McKinsey logic is in this class and so we will have demonstrated that neighborhood canonicity does not necessarily imply relational canonicity.
As we are dealing with neighborhood canonicity we will , of course, be dealing with classical logics-which have the property that intensions of equivalents are equivalent-and their neighborhood, Montague-Scott, or minimal model semantics.
We will follow [8] quite closely in our development repreating without reference the notational and background material presented there.
Our solution to the McKinsey question above closes one of the questions left open in [8] , however it highlights another question which still remains open: The logic EK4 is in the class about which our result speaks, yet its canonicity still remains open as we are unsure as to whether this logic has the finite model property.
Before we launch into the mathematics, it is worth repeating the comment of [8] which justifies our algebraic rather than neighborhood approach of this paper:
While most logicians often prefer to work with neighborhood semantics, there is a close duality between these and the algebraic semantics that are associated naturally with our logics, and it will often pay to work with the latter. This duality, explored fully by KOSTA DOSEN [3] , is essentially the duality between boolean algebras and set algebras since we have no complication induced by the need to decompose and regenerate accessibility relations. While the argument of this paper can proceed within the realm of neighborhood semantics, an uncluttered presentation can be achieved by working with the algebras whose equivalence is sanctioned by the duality above. Also, since our concentration is on canonicity we shall focus on power set algebras, which are the algebras dual to full neighborhood frames.
Basic Definitions
Let us start by fixing our intensional language. This will be formed in the usual way from a countable set of propositional letters P = fp 0 ; p 1 ; p 2 ; : : :g, the boolean connectives^, _, :, >, ? and a collection of intensional operators f i g i2I . Here we take I to be some index set and each i to be a (distinct) n i -ary operator. Define S (P) to be the set of all well formed formulae over this language.
We will use the Greek letters ', to represent formulae in our intensional language, i.e., elements of S (P). Where unambiguous, we will also write to represent a sequence ( 0 ; 1 ; : : :; n?1 ), so i ? will represent the intensional formula i ( 0 ; 2 ; : : :; n?1 ) where n = n i .
As indicated, our semantical structures are boolean algebras with operators. Note that while some authors take this expression to mean that the operators are additive, we have no such restriction. Definition 2.1. An S-algebra is a pair (A; I) where A = (A;^; _; :; >; ?) is a boolean algebra and I = hI i i i2I is a sequence of operators on A with each I i having arity n i . Occasionally we will suppress the sequence I of intensions in an S-algebra (A; I) by refering to it simply as A, with the double underscore indicating that it is a full S-algebra rather than the underlying boolean algebra.
In this paper we will be using the symbols '^', '_', ':', '>', '?', both in the language and to denote operators in the boolean algebra A. We will even go further to use these symbols to denote intersection, union, complementation, the whole set, and the emptyset within set algebras. It is the author's hope that the reader will not find this confusing and will appreciate that this avoids the clutter of many different but essentially similar symbols.
We will use 'A' or '(A; I)', 'B' or '(B; J)', and 'C' or '(C; K)' to denote S-algebras. Similarly we will use 'A', 'B', and 'C' to denote boolean algebras.
Within a boolean algebra A we will often consider ult (A), the collection of all ultrafilters in A, that is ult (A) = fu A j u is an ultrafilterg ;
where an ultrafilter is a subset of a boolean algebra which is closed under finite meet, taking larger elements, and satisfies ? 6 2 u; (8a 2 A) a 2 u or :a 2 u] :
In the same manner as for , a is the sequence (a 0 ; a 2 ; : : :; a n?1 ) and for h a map between algebras h(a) is the sequence (h(a 0 ); h(a 2 ); : : :; h(a n?1 )). The notation v( ), for v a map from S (P) into an S-algebra, is defined analogously. By a 2 A we mean that each a k 2 A. Definition 2.2. (B; J) is an S (P)-subalgebra of (A; I) iff it is a subalgebra in the usual sense, i.e., B is a boolean subalgebra of A and for each b 2 B, i 2 I, J i (b) = I i (b) 2 B. .
In the event that v( ) = > A we write (A; I; v) and in the event that (A; I; v) regardless of our choice of v, we write (A; I) or A . The notation (A; I; v) for a subset of S (P), will mean that (A; I; v) ' for each ' 2 .
To complete this section we shall define a logic, state what it means for that logic to be even, provide some examples, and compare this notion to that of KIT FINE's uniform logics of [4] .
Definition 2.5.
A logic is a set L S (P) with the property that it is closed under substitution (replacement of propositional letters by arbitrary formulae), modus ponens, and replacement by provable equivalents (replacing subformula of a thesis of L with another formula L-equivalent 1 to the original subformula). Further, we will require that every tautology be a member of L. Definition 2.6. A set S (P) is said to axiomatise a logic L iff L is the closure of together with the set of tautologies, under modus ponens, substitution, and replacement by provable equivalents.
We should note in passing that each S (P)-algebra defines a logic:
Definition 2.8. The set of purely boolean formulae is the set S 0 (P) = f' j ' contains no intensional operatorsg : Definition 2.9. We define S e (P) S (P), the set of even formulae, to be the smallest subset of S (P) containing f i ' j i 2 I; ' 2 S 0 (P)g and which is closed under all logical operations. A logic is called even iff it has an axiomatisation that consists entirely of even formulae.
Thus we can easily spot an even formula just by seeing if it has a subformula which is a boolean combination of intensional and propositional letters. We have the following examples.
Even formulae:
p ! p, and 4. >. A uniform logic is one which has a uniform axiomatisation.
Note that the 4 axiom: p ! p is not uniform yet it is even. As FINE points out, a uniform formula is one where the propositional letters are all nested within a "uniform" number of intensional operators. Clearly this rules out the prospect of having a subformula where a propositional letter is in boolean combination with an intensional operator so we get: Proposition 2.11. Every uniform formula is also even and every uniform logic is also even. Definition 2.12. We say that A is a power set boolean algebra iff it is isomorphic to (P(X);^; _; :; >; ?), where X is and arbitrary set, and P(X) is the power set of X.
One final piece of notation: If f : W ?! Y and U W then we take f U] = ff(u) j u 2 Ug and if Z Y then we take f ?1 Z] = fw 2 W j f(w) 2 Zg.
Canonical Algebras
In this section we will define the canonical algebra induced by a logic. Fix for a moment a logic L. Define s to be an equivalence relation on S (P) so that s ' iff $ ' 2 L. In the natural and usual way this defines an algebra S (P)=s. While this is arguably the canonical algebra for L, it is convenient to use the following isomorphic algebra: As will be seen in the next section, it is more interesting to define completeness in terms of frames.
Definition 4.1.
A frame is an S-algebra (A; I) with the property that A is a power set boolean algebra.
Here, if A = (P (X) ;^; _; :; >;?) then each element of X can be considered to be 'a point in the frame'.
Definition 4.2.
An intensional logic L is weakly complete iff for every L-consistent formula ' 2 S (P) there is a frame (A; I), (A; I) L, A = (P (X) ;^; _; :; >; ?), a valuation v, and an x 2 X such that x 2 v ('). Definition 4.3. An intensional logic L is strongly complete iff for every L-consistent set S (P) there is a frame (A; I), (A; I) L, A = (P (X) ;^; _; :;>;?), a valuation v, and an x 2 X such that x 2 v (') for each ' 2 .
It is no longer easy to show that L is complete in either sense.
A special class of weakly complete logics is of interest: Definition 4.4. We say that a logic L has the finite model property iff there is a finite algebra (A; I) such that for each ' 6 2 L, (A; I) 2 '.
Note that since each finite boolean algebra is also a finite powerset algebra we have that the finite model property implies weak completeness.
Returning to uniform formulae again for a moment we note that FINE proved [4] through a technique of constructing finite models out of the subformulae of a formula itself the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5 (Fine). All uniform normal mono-modal logics have the finite model property and so if finitely axiomatisable are decidable.
When FINE refers to the Finite Model Property he is, of course, refering to relational frames. The conversion of a relational frame into an S-algebra is straightforward and is an immediate consequence of the natural duality between normal modal algebras and relational frames-note that a finite relational frame gives rise to a finite normal modal algebra which is an S-algebra.
We now return to the notion of canonicity. 
This definition may seem slightly strange at first, however, the standard definition of canonicity for neighborhood semantics will be examined in the Section 6 and readily seen to be equivalent to this one.
Finally, we note the immediate result:
Proposition 4.8. If an intensional logic is canonical then it is strongly complete.
Even Pairs
In this section we disclose, well ahead of time, the trick we will use to prove the canonicity. Remember that we have to take our power set algebra B L and stick a J L onto it and often it will not be clear exactly how such a J L could be defined. Here we show one technique of generating such a sequence of functions in such a way that the even formulae that are the subject of this work are preserved. Of course, the conditions necessary for this to go through are relatively restrictive: 
Now it is just a matter of verifying, at least as far as even formulae are concerned, that this definition preserves validity. Thus by h being a boolean homomorphism v 0 ( ) = h(v( )) for 2 S 0 (P). Claim: (8' 2 S e (P)) v(') = g(v 0 ('))].
Proof of claim:
By induction on the complexity of ' as an even formula. Base Cases: ' = i for 2 S 0 (P).
Inductive Hypothesis: Assume that the result holds for the formulae in 2 S e (P). Inductive
Step: Suppose that ' is built up from the components of in one step.
Then we have the equalities:
Case ' = : 1 .
Case ' = i .
We get the following sequence of equalities:
Where the fifth line folows because of the fifth condition on B and (A; I) begin evenly paired. This gives us the criteria around which the rest of this work will be aimed.
Neighborhood Semantics
In proving the main result of this paper we will avoid the use of neighborhood semantics. However, it is important to see how the algebraic constructions introduced here are equivalent to the neighborhood semantics approach and we will use neighborhood semantics in our informal discussions as they are more intuitive. Moreover, the neighborhood semantics approach does underline the need for a strong completeness result and it will give the desired form for our result.
It Without loss of generality, in what follows take (A; I) to be an algebraic frame and take A to actually be P (X) for some set X.
Each frame (A; I) naturally defines a neighborhood frame and vice versa: In a similar way, we can see that the same formulae hold over (X; N) and (X; N) + . It is also not hard to see that (A; I) + + = (A; I) and (X; N) + + = (X; N).
The ultimate goal of this paper is to look at which logics L are canonical. In the sense of neighborhood semantics, this means that we can find an N L such that ? X L ; N L satisfies:
This is the definition of canonicity that can be found in CHELLAS [2, page 252], modified to take into account polyadic, poly-modal operators.
In This is precisely the requirement that L is canonical.
Ultrapowers
In this section we will introduce the notation associated with ultrapowers, an important mathematical construction which we use to expand algebras so that they 'encompass' powerset boolean algebras.
For this section, take A = (A; I) be be an S-algebra, take to be a set, and take U to be an ultrafilter on . We can then use this to get the following, which can be readily seen to be well-defined. 
Definition 7.2. The -U-ultrapower
Clearly an elementary embedding of one algebra into another is also an injective homomorphism.
We have the following result which could be an immediate consequence of the above theorem had we dealt with many sorted structures. 5 The symbol j represents first order satisfaction. 6 The boolean algebra D \ A L is the boolean algebra with underlying set D \ A L .
Proof. Let C = D \ A L , and let Y = fc 2 C j c is an atom in Cg and Z = fd 2 D j d is an atom in Dg: 3.
Proof. We will suppress the superscript Ls. We then have three conditions to verify:
1. h is a boolean endomorphism into A =U. To see that h is one-one note that if b 1 
Now, we finish the proof by noting that,
Even Logics with the FMP
In this section we will slowly work our way through the main proof of this paper, namely that all even logics that have the fmp are neighborhood canonical. So, fix our logic L which we take to be non-trivial, even and to have the finite model property. Take , U and h to be the result of applying Theorem 8.2 to the canonical algebras for this logic. Throughout this whole section, we suppress the superscript L, so we will take it as given that A represents A L , J represents J L , etc. Take C to be the class of finite S-algebras that verify L and take F to be the class of all homomorphisms from A to elements of C .
Each homomorphism in F also gives rise to a homomorphism from A =U to C:
Proof. Let C and f be as in the hypotheses of this proposition.
Note that since C is finite, for eachã 2 A , there is a c(ã) 2
This is because f(ã( )) has only a finite number of possible values, hence one of these values must come up almost all of the time.
Forâ 2 A =U set f 0 (â) = c(rep (â)) and then it readily follows that f 0 is a homomorphism and that f 0 l = f. Now we observe, using the homomorphisms in F, that every ultrafilter in a finite S-algebra for L will be, in some sense, realised in an ultraproduct of the canonical algebra: Let C 2 C , f 2 F, f : A ?! C and let z 2 ult (C). Note that W is nonempty as the following argument shows: L is non-trivial, has the finite model property and so there is a (C; K) 2 C such that (C; K) 2 ' for some ' 6 2 L. Thus there is a valuation v on (C; K) such that v(') 6 = >. Define a map f : (A; I) ?! (C; K) by taking f(k k) = v( ). Since A =U is an ultrapower of the canonical algebra we could think of its ultrafilters as being sets of formulae in some non-standard, extended language. Then, each element w 2 W would correspond to a maximal consistent set in this extended language, and so W would define, in a manner following GROVE [5] , a theory t(W) of all, non-standard, formulae which hold throughout W. We will show, relative to the appropriate notions for our algebraic point of view, that every element of X L can be thought of as being an extension of t(W) and inverting this procedure will give us a map g which will satisfy: h : B ! A =U : g . The set W can be thought of as "the collection of points in finite frames for L" and so we can think of t(W) to be "the theory of finite frames for L." So what exactly is t(W)? Definition 9.3. t(W) = â 2 A =U j (8w 2 W) a 2 w] = T W.
The analog of a theory in a language is a filter in a boolean algebra.
Proposition 9.4. The set t(W) is a proper filter.
Proof. This consists of a number of verifications. Letâ;ê 2 A =U. a;ê 2 t(W) =)â^ê 2 t(W).
Letâ;ê 2 t(W) and w 2 W. Thusâ;ê 2 w soâ^ê 2 w. a 2 t(W) andâ 6ê =)ê 2 t(W). 
The first of these clearly holds so we left with the last and desired result.
The next two propositions show, in effect, that each x 2 X L can be made into a maximal consistent extension of t(W), which could be thought of as meaning that each x 2 X L 'extends' to a point in a finite frame. Proof. Let l(a); l(e) 2 l u] for a; e 2 u. Thus a^e 2 u and so l(a)^l(e) = l(a^e) 2 l u]. So all we have to show now is that each element of l u] is non-?.
Assume that l(a) = ? for a 2 u. Thus by l being an elementary embedding (and so one-one) and by ? = l(?) = l(a) = ? we have that ? = a, so a 6 2 u, a contradiction. So ? 6 2 l u]. Proof. Assume not. Individually, l u] and t(W) have the finite meet property so there must be an a 2 u and aê 2 t(W) such that l(a)^ê = ?. Thusê 6 :l(a), so :l(a) 2 t(W).
But a 6 = ?, since a 2 u, so :a 6 = >. We can take a = k'k, so :' 6 2 L and thus, by L having the finite model property, there is an algebra C 2 C for L which denies :'. Hence there is a valuation v on C such that v(:') 6 = > C . As before, v induces a homomorphism f : A ?! C such that f(:a) = f(k:'k) = v(:') 6 = > C . Take z 2 ult (C) such that f 0 (l(:a)) = f(:a) 6 2 z. Set w = f 0?1 z] and we see that l(:a) 6 2 w. Thus :l(a) 6 2 w, a contradiction.
Let us now pick a function which witnesses the extendibility of x 2 X L to maximal consistent extensions of t(W). End of proof of claim.
As the 't' function is anti-monotonic and since each (u) extends t(W) we can conclude: Corollary 9.10. t(range ( )) = t(W).
We already have the h which was given by Theorem 8.2, so in order to apply Theorem 5.3 we need to produce a g: Definition 9.11. Take g : A =U ?! B to be defined by g(â) = x 2 X L jâ 2 (x ? ) :
Since B is a powerset boolean algebra it is immediate that: Proposition 9.12. The map g is a boolean homomorphism.
Our next result will show that g respects t(W). 
To show that we are in a position to apply Theorem 5.3 we only need prove:
Lemma 9.14. h : B ! A =U : g .
Proof.
We just need to verify the last condition of Definition 5.1, which in our case is: For each i 2 I ? 8â 2 A =U g(I i (h g(â))) = g(I i (â)) :
We do not need to verify something so complicated since by Proposition 9.5 together with Proposition 9.13 we need only show: As with our result on non-iterative logics we have also essentially shown that each even logic that also has the finite model property is complex.
Another simple extension of this theorem is that if we had another powerset boolean algebra B 0 = P (X 0 ) where l ?1 W] X 0 X L then we can also find a suitable J 0 such that (B 0 ; J 0 ) L. In some sense, the 'non-finite' points were irrelevant to neighborhood canonicity.
Conclusion
Our main conclusion, forshadowed in our introduction, is:
Corollary 10.1. All uniform normal modal logics are neighborhood canonical.
Proof. As FINE showed in [4] each logic in this class has the finite model property. Since they are uniform they are also even and the result follows.
Corollary 10.2. The logic KMcK is neighborhood canonical.
This answers a question posed in [8] . This paper has enlarged the class of logics which we know are neighborhood canonical. This still leaves many gaps since there are many logics which are neither uniform nor have the finite model property. Thus it is natural to ask if there are any other syntactically defined classes like the class of even logics for which similar tricks can be carried out.
Also, how important was the assumption that the logics have the finite model property? We needed it because finiteness was essential in taking a homomorphism f : A ?! C and 'extending' it to a homomorphism f 0 : A =U ?! C. If we had another class of even logics and associated algebras for which we can do this we would get a similar result. Perhaps this technique could be used to demonstrate that neigborhood canonicity in one cardinal implies neighborhood canonicity in higher cardinals-a neighborhood analog of a question posed by GOLDBLATT [6] .
Finally we can ask how our neighborhood constructions relate to the canonical relational constructions. Are there lessons to be learnt here for relational canonicity?
